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效的 NMR 模拟软件――POM 软件。本论文主要研究成果有： 















































Formalism, simulation and application of inter- and 
intra-molecular multiple quantum coherences  
Cai Congbo 
ABSTRACT 
Since the discovery of intermolecular multiple quantum coherences (iMQCs) 
in 1990s, iMQCs have triggered much interest in NMR research community and 
found many applications. In the subsequent deliberate research, iMQC 
phenomena were referred to be resulted from intermolecular dipole-dipole 
interactions. Because the non-localized dipolar field is non-linear and complex, 
its joint action with other effects may result in complex phenomena. Therefore, 
computer simulation is important in the study of dipolar field effects. 
In this paper, a new simulation algorithm for study of dipolar field effects 
was proposed. Based on this algorithm, an efficient NMR simulation tool (POM) 
was constructed and the evolution of complex multiple spin systems under 
various effects including the dipolar field and intramolecular scalar couplings was 
simulated. The main work is summarized as follows: 
1. Under general non-linear background field, the free diffusion and restricted 
diffusion between two parallel plates were studied. The restricted diffusion 
under short gradient pulses and the free diffusion under general non-linear 
background field were studied by the evolution propagator. For long gradient 
pulses, the evolution propagator was modified and good results were 
achieved. The simulation results based on the Monte Carlo method were 
coincident with the theoretic predictions.  
2. The product operator matrix was proposed to describe the scalar couplings in 
liquid NMR. The combination of the product operator matrix and non-linear 
Bloch equations was employed to describe the various effects in multiple 
spin systems, including the scalar couplings and dipolar couplings. A new 
algorithm based on the product operator matrix was put forward to simulate 
the effects of dipolar field when the scalar couplings exist. Based on the 
algorithm, some typical multiple spin systems with intramolecular scalar 
couplings and intermolecular dipolar couplings were simulated using Monte 
Carlo method. The simulated results of diffusion, relaxation, and 2D NMR 















3. The application of the product operator matrix method was extended to 
describe the diffusion behaviors of complex multiple spin systems for the 
first time. , and the results based on finite difference method were better than 
those obtained from the Monte Carlo method. The product operator matrix 
was further simplified for some special cases. The concept of “the efficient 
chemical shift” was proposed to describe the behaviors of scalar couplings 
under the macroscopical treatment in replacing the product operator matrix. 
It works well for high-resolution NMR spectra under the inhomogeneous 
field. 
4. A new efficient NMR simulation tool was constructed based on the new 
simulation algorithm proposed herein. Its main function and usage were 
introduced. 
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自从在 1945 年首次完成 NMR 实验以来[1-3]，总共获得过 5 次诺贝尔奖
































强的额外交叉峰，如图 1.2 和图 1.3 所示。交叉峰出现在苯和氯仿的分子频
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图 1.1 (a) CRAZED 脉冲序列, (b) COSY 脉冲序列. 
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